LANE agenda
Wednesday, 6/26
11:40-12:40 PM
San Jacinto Meeting Rooms

Attending: Fernando Acosta-Rodríguez (Princeton), Daisy Domínguez (City College of NY), Sarah Aponte (CUNY Dominican Studies Institute), Lynn Shirey (Harvard), Manuel Ostos (Penn State), Alyson Williams (Dumbarton Oaks), Jade Madrid (Georgetown), Marisol Ramos (UConn), Peter Johnson (SALALM Treasurer), Martha Mantilla (Pitt), Patricia Figueroa (Brown), Sócrates Silva (Columbia-Cornell), Melissa Gasparotto (NYPL), Miguel González (NYPL), Peter Altekruger (IAI), Ricarda Musser (IAI), Paloma Celis Carbajal (NYPL), Talía Guzmán González (LC), Jana Krentz (Yale), Jesús Alonso Regalado (SUNY Albany), Jill Baron (Dartmouth)

I. Institutional updates (20 min)
   a. Sarah: Dominican Institute has [exhibits online](#) and is creating lesson plans for teachers
   b. Peter: Please entice your colleagues to become members of SALALM; take an active role in advocating for participation in the 2020 Census
   c. Martha: FILBO in Colombia: incredible display of independent publishers
   d. Patricia: involved in 2 Ithaka S&R projects: modern languages and literatures & teaching with primary sources; interested in proposing a Latin American focused project to involve SALALM members
   e. Melissa reported that NYPL, Princeton, & Columbia are doing an approval plan with Casalini for Italian for RECAP
   f. New LANE member: Miguel González, librarian for art and architecture at NYPL; idea: possible ARLIS NY and LANE collaboration/joint meeting?
   g. Paloma: in first year at NYPL, busy building network of users of Latin American materials in NYC – connecting with multiple communities. Discussed connecting with members of REFORMA; mentioned book fair at Cervantes institute in September 2019
   h. Talía gave updates from LC: new director of collections/int’l collections, Eugene Flanagan; LC creating digital guides – country guides – web archives; Center for the Book in PR
   i. Jesús described an open education resource (OER) he is developing for Spanish heritage speakers and another project about research about Latinos in NY state in the 1980s
   j. Jill talked about [Change the Subject](#) and invited folks to inquire with her if they want to host screenings in their institutions

II. LANE website (15 min)

We discussed whether to create a new, independent website for LANE (separate from the SALALM website), following up on a request from Lara Aase to explore this option. We concluded that we want to keep the LANE content where it is. There was a nearly unanimous vote to stay in the SALALM site with a designated web editor. We will need to review pages and determine whether they need to remain.
Marisol volunteered to maintain web content for LANE. Jill will inform Lara and Betsaida of this decision.

III. Fall meeting: decide location and discuss topic(s) (15 min) – LC
Talía offered the Library of Congress as the fall meeting location and the group endorsed this.

IV. Next LANE Chair (5 min)
Talía Guzmán González offered to serve as the next LANE chair. The group enthusiastically supported this. Thank you, Talía!